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ABSTRACT
The Semantic Web promotes common data formats and exchange

protocols on the web towards better interoperability among sys-

tems and machines. Although Semantic Web technologies are being

used to semantically annotate data and resources for easier reuse,

the ad hoc discovery of these data sources remains an open issue.

Popular Semantic Web endpoint repositories such as SPARQLES,

Linking Open Data Project (LOD Cloud), and LODStats do not in-

clude recently published datasets and are not updated frequently

by the publishers. Hence, there is a need for a web-based dynamic

search engine that discovers these endpoints and datasets at fre-

quent intervals. To address this need, a novel web meta-crawling

method is proposed for discovering Linked Data sources on the

Web. We implemented the method in a prototype system named

SPARQL Endpoints Discovery (SpEnD). In this paper, we describe

the design and implementation of SpEnD, together with an analysis

and evaluation of its operation, in comparison to the aforemen-

tioned static endpoint repositories in terms of time performance,

availability, and size. Findings indicate that SpEnD outperforms

existing Linked Data resource discovery methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Semantic Web standards and technologies

1
are becoming more and

more popular on the web, promoting common data formats and pro-

tocols for better interoperability among systems and machines, and

seamless data integration. Linked Data is a term referring to large

structured data sources that conform to Semantic Web standards,

specifically the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
2
data model.

Linked Data sources are published and served on the web through

Linked Data endpoints (specifically named as SPARQL endpoints),

which allows the Linked Data sources to be queried by using the

SPARQL query language. Linked Data sources or endpoints are

used in an increasing number of web applications to semantically

annotate data [12], in order to enhance search results and facilitate

information retrieval and knowledge extraction. Recent statistics
3

refer to more than one thousand datasets and billions of triples

in the LOD Cloud [12]. The quality of a Linked Data source is

highly dependent on its availability and the content of the data it

contains, and it is being tracked by a number of projects [39]. A

common problem is that Linked Data sources are not always avail-

able, often not responding due to request overload or maintenance.

Moreover, some of them stop being maintained and disappear after

a few months. Hence, it is critical to monitor, discover, report, and

verify Linked Data sources’ availability in frequent intervals (e.g.

hours, days), in order to allow use of these endpoints online by web

clients and web-connected machines. It is also critical to deliver

information about the quality, correctness, integrity, and confor-

mance of these datasets [23], in frequent intervals. To the best of

our knowledge, there exist four major Linked Data static reposito-

ries that regularly keep track of Linked Data resources on the web.

These are the Linking Open Data Community project (LOD Cloud)

[12], SPARQL Endpoint Status (SPARQLES) [39], LODStats [15]

and DataHub
4
. These projects list available Linked Data endpoints,

analyzing their quality and connectivity. Additionally, the LOD

1
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw

2
http://www.w3.org/RDF

3
http://linkeddatacatalog.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/state/

4
http://datahub.io/
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Cloud presents an image of all Linked Data endpoints discovered,

representing data sources with circles and the references between

them as links. The SPARQLES project focuses on monitoring the

accessibility of SPARQL endpoints. Similarly, LODStats focuses on

statistical monitoring of these data sources. Eventually, Datahub

is used as a data sharing platform for all other three static reposi-

tories which are explained more in detail in Section 2.1. Although

the aforementioned repositories contain hundreds of Linked Data

endpoints, they cannot discover new online endpoints fast enough

nor keep track of offline endpoints efficiently, relying on the pub-

lishers to update the information related to the data sources (see

Section 2). More importantly, around half of the data sources cur-

rently listed by these projects are offline (see Section 5). Aiming

to address this need for a web-based dynamic search engine that

discovers Linked Data endpoints in frequent intervals (e.g. hours,

days), we propose SPARQL Endpoints Discovery (SpEnD), a novel

web crawling approach for discovering, analyzing, and publishing

Linked Data sources on the Web.

SpEnD is able to serve the most up-to-date list of Linked Data

sources and their metadata. Thus, the main contribution of this

paper is a new dynamic discovery and analysis method for Linked

Data endpoints, which outperforms all other existing approaches

for discovery of data sources on the Semantic Web, in terms of

availability, and size of Linked Data endpoints discovered (See

Section 5). The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

presents related work in Linked Data and crawling-related studies.

Section 3 describes our general methodology for discovering Linked

Data endpoints. Then, Section 4 presents the implementation of the

SpEnD system while Section 5 evaluates SpEnD by comparing its

performance in relation to the other four Linked Data repositories.

Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper by pointing out future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
Related work spans two categories: (1) Linked Data, metadata and

collections, and (2) web crawling and meta-crawling. The former

category deals with the evolution of Linked Data, while the lat-

ter presents various crawling-based studies which relate to the

Semantic Web.

2.1 Linked Data
The work in [6] explains Linked Data as a way to interconnect

data sources on the web, so that data becomes machine-readable,

semantically annotated, and linked to other data sources. Guides

for Linked Data publishing [6] recommend that data is named or

identified using URIs, just like other web content, and linked to

each other using the RDF model. Hence, Linked Data sources are

either published as RDF documents or SPARQL endpoints on the

web [6]. If some Linked Data sources are published on the web

by following the linked data publishing principles (Availability,

Machine-Readability, Open Format, URI identification, and Linked

Data)
5
, then it is called Linked Open Data (LOD). An LOD source

is qualified to be included in the LOD Cloud project if it meets

certain criteria [12]. The LOD Cloud currently consists of more

than 1,000 datasets. The most connected source is the DBpedia
6

5
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html

6
http://dbpedia.org/

dataset, derived from Wikipedia. As mentioned in the introduction,

there are four major Linked Data collections available in the field.

These are the LOD Cloud [12], SPARQLES [39], LODStats [2], and

Datahub. The SPARQLES project utilizes the VoID vocabulary to

define Linked Data sources, monitoring datasets according to their

availability, performance, interoperability and discoverability [8].

In relation to the SPARQLES project, the Dynamic Linked Data Ob-

servatory Project [26] makes weekly crawls of Linked Data sources,

which are then published on the project’s website
7
. LODStats cur-

rently has 9,960 datasets indexed on its website
8
. The project reports

statistical information about every individual dataset in the VoID

vocabulary while the summarized statistical information is reported

using the RDF Datacube vocabulary
9
. Finally, Datahub

10
is a Linked

Data sharing website, which is used by SPARQLES, LOD Cloud and

LODStats projects to share and store metadata about linked datasets.

Although Datahub intends to keep track of all Linked Data datasets

available on the web, a large number of datasets are not listed (see

Section 5). Table 1 compares the aforementioned repositories in

terms of data collection method, resources used, definitions em-

ployed, metadata formats used and number of endpoints listed.

Table 1: Current Linked Metadata Collections

Definition Format # of Endpoints
LOD Cloud VoID Turtle[1] 149

SPARQLES VoID, Datacube JSON 496

LODStats web HTML 335

Datahub CKAN API CKAN API 527

As the LOD cloud gets larger, the need for Linked Data con-

sumption tools increases as well. In order to browse and query

Linked Data sources, many browsers have been developed, such

as the Tabulator [4], Openlink Data Explorer
11

and Sig.ma [36], as

well as search engines such as Swoogle [17], Falcons [10], Sindice

[37] and SWSE [20]. In order to improve data availability and re-

usability, a common need for all these consumer applications is

a metadata reference for Linked Data sources. Meta-analysis in

this domain is about standardizing retrieval and interpretation of

Linked Data sources’ description information. In order to provide

domain-independent metadata definition, the VoID vocabulary [1]

was created for describing metadata about RDF datasets, such as

SPARQL endpoint URLs and various statistics (e.g. number of triples,

entities, classes and properties).

2.2 Web Crawling and Meta-crawling
The rapid growth of the web increased the need for content-based

search and information retrieval, and this was facilitated by the use

of web crawlers [7], defined also as spiders, nomads, worms, wan-

derers, and robots [28]. Early crawlers were differentiated by their

storage, indexing (cataloging), search, and crawling methods. Most

of them had performance limitations due to connection problems.

7
http://swse.deri.org/dyldo/

8
http://stats.lod2.eu/

9
http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/

10
http://datahub.io/

11
http://ode.openlinksw.com/
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As a solution for the performance issues in web crawling, multi-

threaded and distributed crawling has emerged [22], while many

different multi-threaded (e.g. Crawler4j
12
, Websphinx [30]), and

distributed (e.g. Nutch
13
, UbiCrawler [7]) web crawlers have been

developed. In today’s massive web, even these multi-threaded and

distributed crawlers fell short of retrieving adequate information

in limited time with limited resources. Therefore, some crawlers

focused crawling only in a limited scope or domain [34]. The an-

nouncement of the Semantic Web [5] in 2001 had an impact on web

crawlers too. In the Semantic Web domain, classical web crawling

and indexing techniques are incapable of collecting semantically

annotated data. Thus, in order to create appropriate crawling and

indexing methodologies for Linked Data, new retrieval techniques

were developed, such as BioCrawler [3] and MultiCrawler [21].

Also, OntoCrawler [42] used ontology-based website modeling for

crawling and classifying classical web documents. Slug [14] was

designed to crawl both the classical and the Semantic Web, for the

retrieval of relevant documents. On the client side, many search

engines were developed, such as Semplore [40], SemSearch [29],

Sindice [9], SWSE [20], Falcons [11], andWatson [13], for searching

and indexing semanticWeb sources and ontologies, or semantic con-

tent from the classical Web. As web crawling for the Semantic Web

also fell short of retrieving adequate information in limited time

and resources [25], meta-crawling was proposed as an effective way

to extend classical crawling methods, by including search engines

in the crawling stage [27]. Examples of meta-crawling the classical

web include SavvySearch [24], Helios [19], and WebCrawler
14
. In

the Semantic Web domain, meta-search is not currently employed

in the aforementioned semantic search engines [9, 20, 29, 35].

2.3 Our Contribution
Whereas existing projects/repositories for Linked Data sources are

mainly based on community-based crowd-sourcing to collect rele-

vant information, in this paper we propose an automatic, dynamic

Linked Data endpoints discovery method based on meta crawling.

Meta-crawling is a common approach in the web search domain;

however, SpEnD approach is unique in applying meta-crawling

to the semantic web domain (i.e. the discovery of SPARQL end-

points). In this study, the complete design of SpEnD on discovering,

analyzing, and publishing Linked Data endpoints is explained in de-

tail and we compare SpEnD repository with DataHub, LOD Cloud,

SPARQLES and LODStats repositories unlike the previous study

[44] which consists of describing SpEnD software and compar-

ing SpEnD repository with only DataHub repository. In this way,

we address the existing need of the Semantic Web community for

a web-based search engine that is capable of discovering Linked

Data endpoints and datasets in frequent intervals (e.g. hours, days)

which are published anywhere on the web. Although LOD Cloud

also claims to use crawling, its crawling service is very basic and

inefficient (see our performance comparison in Section 5). We out-

perform its service by employing continuous meta-crawling (being

able to harness any available search engine offering an open API,

through a uniform plug and play approach), as an easy and effective

12
https://code.google.com/p/crawler4j/

13
http://nutch.apache.org

14
http://www.webcrawler.com/

way to keep up-to-date metadata about Linked Data sources on the

web.

3 METHODOLOGY
SPARQL Endpoints Discovery (SpEnD) is a novel web crawling

approach for discovering Linked Data sources on the Web and it

consists of four steps: (1) Web crawling, (2) Web-page analysis, (3)

Domain learning, and (4) Repository Creation.

Fig. 1 shows the general methodology employed in SpEnD, based

on the four steps listed and explained above. In the first step, we

propose the use of web crawlers that crawl continuously the web for

semantically annotated data and Linked Data sources. A technique

to improve the performance of web crawling is by employing meta-

crawling (see Section 4.1). An important process here is to identify

keywords that can be used to describe Linked Data endpoints, i.e.

common patterns that appear in all websites containing Semantic

Web-related content (see Section 4.2). A way to achieve this is by

manually parsing a large number of available Linked Data sources,

trying to identify the most common elements that are evident in

all associated web pages. To easily get a complete list of (currently)

available Linked Data sources, we can harness existing repositories

for Linked Data sources (e.g. LOD Cloud, SPARQLES, LODStats,

and DataHub).

Figure 1: General Methodology

In the second step, web-page analysis is performed to consider

whether some of the websites being parsed contain some of the

common patterns defined in the first step. If yes, then this is a strong

indication that the parsed websites contain Linked Data endpoints

and semantically annotated data. There are various techniques to

examine whether these endpoints are available and active, with

more popular the one of performing some query on the endpoint,

expecting to get some response and results (see Section 4.3). In

the third step, domain information is harnessed for more targeted
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and effective web-page analysis. In this case, the current domain is

used in various combinations together with the common patterns

identified, in order to perform a sophisticated search for Linked

Data endpoints and relevant Semantic Web content (see Section

4.4). In the final step, the information about Linked Data endpoints

needs to become available to the public so that clients could dis-

cover relevant datasets and directly interact with them (or retrieve

historical data), and machines could locate relevant information/-

knowledge required for their reasoning operations. Thus, a new

Linked Data endpoint should be provided by the SpEnD search

engine, which could be then used by web clients/machines for dis-

covery of relevant datasets/information. A web and/or desktop

application could also be created to serve humans (i.e. through a

graphical user interface) as well as machines (i.e. through an API)

(see Section 4.5).

4 IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented SpEnD by adopting a meta-crawling approach.

Harnessing commercial search engines allowed us to avoid costs for

infrastructure and increase system’s performance. Our intention

is not to promote the use of search engines for the web crawling

task (as this would clearly increase the dependency on them for

important web-related tasks), but only to demonstrate the possible

effectiveness and potential of web crawling for realizing a search

engine for the Semantic Web. Moreover, we considered Linked Data

sources to be represented as SPARQL endpoints, as SPARQL is cur-

rently the most popular way to retrieve and manipulate data stored

in RDF format. In the future, we are willing to include other Linked

Data endpoints too, if available and widely used. The system’s archi-

tecture is visualized in Fig. 2. The SpEnD system implementation

has five major steps: (1) meta-crawling, (2) creating search key-

words for meta-crawling (3) web-page analysis, (4) domain learning

and (5) creation of a repository of SPARQL endpoints. These steps

are explained in the following sub-sections.

Figure 2: System Diagram

4.1 Meta-Crawling SPARQL Endpoints
Search engine APIs

1516
, have various specifications. In the discov-

ery stage, a unified meta-crawling approach (applicable to any

search engine) was applied on all four major search engines (Bing,

Yahoo, Google and Yandex), based on standardized configuration

files. By using this approach, the limitations of the different search

API interfaces could be overcome. Besides, a new search engine

can be included in the system by simply inserting its XML record

in the configuration file. The XML schema is designed to specify

the common features and parameters for meta-crawling using any

search engine. Some search engines have further limitations to re-

strict access for common web crawlers. For example, Google search

engine results in a 403 HTML error response for (frequent) requests

coming from Crawler4J and WebSphinx [30]. In the SpEnD sys-

tem, a crawling object is created by using parameter values from a

configuration file defined by a XML schema, and then a crawling

thread is created for each search engine. These threads obey the

limitation rules of the corresponding search engines.

Inside the search engine objects, a meta-crawling algorithm is

called for every meta search task. The algorithm related to this task

is displayed in Algorithm 4.1 as the extraction, parsing and filtering

processes are shown in pseudo-code.

In this algorithm, a meta-crawling task is performed for each

search keyword on every search engine, as follows:

• At the beginning, the search engine parameters specified in

the configuration file are initialized for the search engine

object.

• Afterwards, a search task is performed for each search key-

word (see Table 2). The algorithm visits all search result

pages listed under the search task until the end. Through

this meta-crawling process, all URLs hidden under the HTML

source code are extracted, irrelevant file types (e.g. pdf, gif,

jpeg) and the excluded keywords are filtered out.

• All pages containing some of the search keywords are tem-

porarily saved.

Algorithm 4.1: MetaCrawling(SearchEnдine, SearchPhrases)

Parameters ← GetParams(SearchEnдine)
paдes ← GetPaдes(Parameters, SearchPhrases)
for each paдe ∈ paдes
URLs ← ExtractURLs(paдe)
URLs .FilterFileTypes(Parameters)
URLs .FilterExclusions()
URLs .save()

4.2 Creating Search Keywords for
Meta-Crawling

In general, meta-search keywords are selected by domain experts,

an operation which is critical for the complete coverage of the po-

tential results. In this study, our meta-crawling approach starts with

15
http://datamarket.azure.com/dataset/bing/search

16
https://developers.google.com/custom-search
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a keyword set, which is extracted by our preliminary crawler that

collects known SPARQL endpoint pages. This keyword extraction

process eliminates the need for domain knowledge inmeta-crawling

by analyzing and identifying common keyword patterns in the web

pages Linked Data resource gateways. In total, 275 HTML pages

containing SPARQL endpoints were crawled, by scanning available

Linked Data repositories (LOD Cloud, SPARQLES, LODStats, and

DataHub), and analyzed to find common patterns evident in all

cases by using a term frequency scoring. The most commonly used

keywords found are the following: sparql, query, rdf, virtuoso, open-

link, inference, iri and endpoint. Besides single words, common

HTML tags used along with the aforementioned keywords are the

following: label, a, span, title, meta, h1, h2, h3, li, dt, p and option.

We then combined these results and gathered a list of meta-crawling

search keywords and specific search directives. Table 2 lists some ex-

amples from the final list of search keywords. By using this method,

we collected and experimented all keywords and phrases which

exist in known SPARQL endpoint pages. Further, we enriched the

keyword list with search operators
17

for meta-crawling purposes.

Table 2: Sample Search Keywords and Directives [43]

Search Text Description
sparql Results having sparql

sparql -language Results having sparql

and not language

"sparql endpoint" Exact phrase

allintitle: sparql query Results having title sparql

and/or query

intitle:sparql Results having title sparql

"Virtuoso SPARQL" Exact phrase

inurl:PoolParty inurl: sparql Results with PoolParty

and sparql in URL

"sparql endpoint" site:gov Results with extension gov

4.3 Web-page (URL) Analysis
In this step, the HTML source codes of the URLs listed in the search

engine result pages are extracted and parsed. These URLs are filtered

by using web data extraction methods such as pre-defined regular

expressions and filtering criteria [16]. In parallel to the meta-search

algorithm, every candidate URL identified is checked if it was tested

before. If not, then it is tested whether it is a SPARQL endpoint,

based on the simple SELECT query by using the Jena Framework
18
.

4.4 Domain Learning
After the preliminary search trials by means of search keywords

(as those listed in Table 2), a simple learning algorithm makes one

more sophisticated search on the candidate URLs. Although the

algorithm in Fig. 4 is capable of locating Linked Data-related web

sites, the SPARQL endpoint pages may not show up in the search

result pages with the common keywords listed in Table 2. To avoid

this possibility, the Pay Level Domain (PLD) names are extracted

from the candidate URLs and then a new search query is created

17
http://www.googleguide.com/advanced_operators_reference.html

18
https://jena.apache.org/

by using the "site" keyword (e.g. "sparql site:domain.com"). With

this search extension, a more complete search is performed for

each domain, by means of the Google Guava libraries
19
. The next

step here is to perform a statistical meta-analysis of each Linked

Data source discovered. To perform this, the VoID vocabulary is

used, which includes a set of properties to define a Linked Data

source in terms of numbers, names and statistics. For example, the

VoID vocabulary implementation project
20

offers several SPARQL

queries to collect statistical information about existing data sources.

From the available methods, seven queries were selected for our

purposes, listed in Table 3. By sending these queries to the SPARQL

endpoints, various statistics were collected. The results from these

queries provide useful information about the size and range of the

Linked Data sources listed at each repository. These statistical re-

sults are also used to filter out same URLs during the URL collection

procedure, i.e. URLs having the same number of triples and entities

are marked as being the same.

Table 3: SPARQL Queries for Statistical Analysis [43]

ID SPARQL Query Definition
1 SELECT COUNT (*) { ?s ?p ?o } # of triples

2 SELECT COUNT (distinct ?s) # of entities

{ ?s a [] }

3 SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT ?s ) # of distinct

{ ?s ?p ?o } resource URIs

UNION { ?o ?p ?s } FILTER

(!isBlank (?s) && !isLiteral (?s))

4 SELECT COUNT (distinct ?o) # of distinct

{ ?s rdf:type ?o } classes

5 SELECT count (distinct ?p) # of distinct

{ ?s ?p ?o } predicates

6 SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT ?s ) # of distinct

{ ?s ?p ?o } subject nodes

7 SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT ?o ) # of distinct

?s ?p ?o object nodes

filter (!isLiteral (?o))

4.5 Repository Creation
In this final step, a repository has been created for storing the

SPARQL endpoints discovered. This repository involves a Virtuoso

RDF store, for permanently storing the endpoints discovered, and

also a Java application that provides a graphical interface for web

and desktop clients to run the SpEnD system. This Java application

can performmeta-crawling on search engines, analyze the resulting

candidate URLs, and perform statistical analysis on the discovered

SPARQL endpoints. The main screen of this application (see Figure

3) performs search engine crawling (see Section 4.1) and web-page

analysis (see Section 4.3). The screen has a search text input box

for search keywords and queries (see Section 4.2), a list of search

engines to be selected, and a table grid for displaying the ongoing

search results.

19
https://github.com/google/guava

20
https://code.google.com/p/void-impl/wiki/

SPARQLQueriesForStatistics
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Figure 3: Desktop/Web Application: Crawler Tab [43]

Additionally, through the analysis interface, results from the

other four projects can be traced in the Dataset Collection container.

Additional features (in the Monitoring&Analysis container) include

status monitoring to trace the availability of each SPARQL endpoint

and statistical analysis of each SPARQL endpoint by using the

SPARQL queries listed in Table 3. The software has been designed

to run continuously, enabling an on-going crawling and analysis of

SPARQL endpoints available on the web.

5 EVALUATION
Evaluation focuses on two different aspects. First, the search re-

sults produced by harnessing various search engines (Bing, Yahoo,

Google and Yandex) are analyzed and then, the SpEnD SPARQL

endpoints repository is compared with the LOD Cloud, SPARQLES,

LODStats, and DataHub repositories. In the following experiments,

we left the SpEnD system towork for 24 hours and thenwe collected

the results. All the results of this experimental study, including raw

search findings, are available on the SpEnD project’s website
21
.

5.1 Search Engine Results
A total of 117K unique URLs have been extracted from search en-

gines. Fig. 4 shows the number of crawled URLs vs. the total number

of (unique and duplicate) SPARQL endpoints found. After about

44K URLs collected, the number of unique endpoints discovered

does not increase anymore. Between 18K and 19K collected URLs,

there is a significant increase on the number of unique endpoints

discovered. The reason is the operation of the domain learning task

(see Section 4.4), which starts after the initial querying of search

texts (see Table 2). More than 1K unique SPARQL endpoints have

been discovered in total during this experiment. After the discovery

process, these 1,037 unique endpoints were analyzed to consider

their availability and meta-information. Out of them, 211 were not

available (listed in the search engine results but not accessible). Of

21
http://spend.semihyumusak.com.tr/

the remaining endpoints, 168 were also eliminated after further

analysis
22
, as they were listed in the results set more than once. Al-

though there is no one-to-one correspondence between datasets and

SPARQL endpoints, SPARQL endpoints with duplicate datasets (one

of them) are excluded from further analysis, in order to compare

the number of unique Linked Data sources available more precisely.

Although these endpoints are excluded from analysis, they are not

excluded from the final list of published endpoints, where such

endpoints are marked with a sameAs connection and not removed

from the final repository list. Hence, a total of 658 unique online

endpoints were finally stored in our SPARQL endpoints repository

for analysis.

Figure 4: Number of Endpoints vs. Number of Crawled URLs
[43]

Table 4 offers some insights over the 658 discovered SPARQL

endpoints, in terms of search terms which result in more than 60

endpoints. For example, by searching the "sparql query" phrase in

all search engines, 207 unique SPARQL endpoints were discovered.

Some endpoints have been apparently discovered bymultiple search

terms. For example, the search terms "sparql -w3” and "sparql -wiki”

returned almost the same SPARQL endpoint URLs.

5.2 Comparison of SpEnD with Existing
SPARQL Endpoints Repositories

In this subsection, the results from SpEnD’s 24-hour discovery pro-

cess were compared with those from the other four major endpoint

repositories (LOD Cloud, LODStats, SPARQLES, and Datahub). In

order to determine the status of every endpoint listed on the four

repositories plus SpEnD, a simple SPARQL query was sent daily to

each listed SPARQL endpoint during June, 2016, for a total period of

one month. Table 5 lists the number of online and offline endpoints

at those repositories as well as at the SpEnD dataset. Almost half of

the SPARQL endpoints listed in the repositories are offline (passive),

which is an indication that the SPARQL endpoint collection is not

updated frequently on these repositories. Moreover, there are 211

offline endpoints discovered in the SpEnD dataset.

22
Each dataset was inspected using the queries listed in Table 3 (number of triples,

entities, classes, etc.). If two endpoints had exactly the same results for all the queries,

then they were considered as the same dataset (but duplicated in two separate URL

endpoints).
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Table 4: Search terms resulting in more than 60 endpoints

Search Text # of Endpoints
"sparql endpoint" site:PLD 518

sparql query 207

"sparql endpoint" 179

sparql -language 171

inurl:sparql 150

allintitle: sparql query 144

sparql -w3 126

sparql -wiki 125

sparql -blog -wiki -w3 -pdf -news 124

sparql -blog -wiki -w3 -pdf 120

sparql -blog 115

allinurl:sparql data 105

"sparql endpoint" -blog -wiki -w3 -pdf 93

"Virtuoso SPARQL Query Editor" 87

"sparql endpoint" -blog 84

"sparql endpoint" -wiki 76

"sparql endpoint" 66

"Virtuoso SPARQL Query Editor" 65

"sparql endpoint" -w3 61

Table 5: Comparison of SPARQL Endpoints Discovered in
Terms of their Availability [43]

Dataset Available Online Offline Total
High Low Total Online

Datahub 210 63 273 254 527

LOD Cloud 69 13 82 67 149

LodStats 136 39 175 160 335

SPARQLES 205 61 266 230 496

SpEnD 537 121 658 211 869

Fig. 5 visualizes the total number of distinctive and common

endpoints found by all projects. The SpEnD repository has 520

distinctive endpoints. However, there are also some SPARQL end-

points that could not be discovered by SpEnD, because they were

not linkable with the rest of the web, hence search engines could

not discover them. Fig. 6 shows only the active and available end-

points as listed in the four repositories and SpEnD dataset. As this

figure shows, 224 out of the 277 active endpoints listed in other

collections, were found by SpEnD as well (80.9% Accuracy). SPAR-

QLES and LOD Cloud had no distinctive URLs, while only three

distinctive URLs were listed in Datahub and only one distinctive

URL listed in LODStats. The Datahub repository mostly covers

other lists in terms of active URLs, except SpEnD. Although Fig. 5

shows a significant amount of unique URLs in SpEnD data collec-

tion (434 endpoints), some of these URLs are not domain-significant,

i.e. there are several SPARQL endpoints under the same domain

names. Thus, we also analyzed the SPARQL endpoint URLs based

on their PLDs. Fig. 7 shows the number of active PLDs and Table 6

lists those PLDs including more than 10 SPARQL endpoint URLs.

In this case, SpEnD discovers 119 out of 130 domains listed in other

collections (91% accuracy).

Figure 5: Set of Repositories’ Total # of SPARQL Endpoints
[43]

Figure 6: Set of Repositories’ # of Available SPARQL End-
points [43]

We note that the 434 unique endpoint URLs and 146 significant

domains discovered by SpEnD project are not validated/qualified

by using quality measures (Acosta et al. 2013; Kontokostas and

Westphal 2014; Mendes, Mühleisen, and Bizer 2012); however, the

authors consider them still valuable as they are not listed and in-

cluded in any other collections.

In Table 7, the total number of online and offline PLDs and

endpoint URLs are listed, comparing SpEnD with the other four

repositories. The SpEnD dataset has the highest number of PLDs

(265) and the highest number of endpoint URLs (658).

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Although static repositories such as LOD Cloud, SPARQLES, and

LODStats are popular on discovering and monitoring Linked Data

sources, this paper shows that they are not capturing the whole
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Figure 7: Set of Repositories’ Active SPARQL Set Domains
(PLD) [43]

Table 6: Number of SPARQL Endpoint URLs under the same
PLD [43]

Pay Level Domains #Endpoints (>10)
rkbexplorer.com 65

b3kat.de 58

insee.fr 34

dbpedia.org 27

fundacionctic.org 23

data.gov.uk 21

270a.info 15

ign.fr 13

linkeddata.es 13

eagle-i.net 12

Table 7: Number of PLDs and URLs Discovered by SpEnD
and Repositories [43]

# PLDs # Endpoints
Online Offline Online Offline

SpEnD 265 59 658 211

SPARQLES 125 110 266 230

LodStats 76 78 175 160

LOD Cloud 45 34 82 67

Datahub 130 119 273 254

spectrum of Linked Data endpoints available on the web, nor effec-

tively tracing new endpoints identifying those going persistently

offline. This paper addresses this gap by proposing a dynamic ap-

proach for discovery of Linked Data endpoints available on the web.

We have presented SpEnD, which is a discovery engine for the Se-

mantic Web based on web crawling. Our implementation involved

a meta-crawling approach taking advantage of existing commercial

search engines, to demonstrate the potential of web crawling in

terms of effectively tracing Linked Data resources in less than 24

hours. An evaluation procedure indicated that SpEnD outperforms

static repositories in regard to time performance, availability, and

size of Linked Data endpoints discovered. A direct comparison re-

vealed that the SpEnD dataset included significantly more SPARQL

endpoints, PLDs, triples, entities, resource URIs, classes, predicates,

subject nodes and object nodes than all other repositories. Our

SPARQL endpoints collection is growing day by day and is avail-

able for further analysis and research by the academic community,

even though our dataset is not yet rich on semantic annotations

and classification. Regular crawling tasks are daily performed, and

newly discovered SPARQL endpoints are incrementally added and

published on the project’s web site. As future work, our next step

will be a semantic analysis [38, 41], and ranking [18] of the collected

SPARQL endpoints. This will help to get a better understanding

about the contents of the discovered Linked Data sources, making

it possible to classify SPARQL endpoints according to their domain

or context [31–33]. Moreover, since it was observed that a small

number of endpoints was not discovered by SpEnD (due to search

engines’ limitations) but were still available on the static reposito-

ries, we will put some effort into improving our overall approach to

better include, in an automatic way, endpoints and datasets listed

only on those repositories.
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